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NANCY M. VVAGGONER

FURTHER REFLECTIONS ON AUDüLEON

AND HIS ALEXANDER MINT

(Plates I-V)

The present article is an outgrowth of the acquisition by the ANS
in 1981 of a tetradrachm of Audoleon, King of Paeonia (ca. 315
286 B.e.), subsequently published in the recent volume honoring
Professor Paul Naster (Pl. I, B) (1). The coin represents a rare
issue on the Attic standard which bears Alexander's types but is
inscribed with Audoleon's name and title. Six specimens published
sa far are struck from two obverse and two reverse dies (Pl. l,
A-C) (2). Henri Seyrig, in observing the unusual position of Zeus'
legs, the distinctive formation of the upsilon in the monogram,
and the soft rendering of the lion's ear on the obverse, has been able
ta show that at least six issues in Alexander's name are indubitably
to be associated with that issue (3). He suggested a Paeonian mint
for aH, which he assigned ta Audoleon's reign. E. T. Newell's

(1) N. M. WAGGONER, Anollier Alexander Telradrachm of Auâoleon, in Sludia
Paulo Nasfer Oblala 1: Numismaiica Antiqua, Louvain, 1982, p. 99-104. The
author extends thanks to Hélène Nicolet, Martin Priee and Charles Hersh for
recent casts, photos and other material. She has henefited greatly from fruit
fuI discussions with Peter Franke and Margaret Thompson; but assumes full
responsibility for all personal opinions and conclusions expressed herein.

(2) Fig. A, taken from Catal, A. Hess, 2 Apr. 1958,130 (= Catal. Hess & Leu,
12 Apl'. 1962, 157 = Jameson III, 1996 = Weber 2246), was struck from the
same pail' of dies as the specimen found in the Prilepec Hoard together with the
coin cited below under 28a in the catalogue. Fig. C, in Paris, shares a different
pair of dies with one specimen in London and another in Berlin. Our Fig. B
serves as a Iink between Flgs. A and C, having been struck from the obverse die
of A and the reverse die of C. (Note 1, above.)

(3) H. SEYRIG, Monnaies hellénistiques II. Royaume de Péonie, in RN, 1963,
p. 12-14. Hereafter cited as Seyrig.
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tickets, his arrangement in the trays, and his notebook assign these
issues ta the mint of Pella in the time of Pyrrhus between 288 and
286 B.e. It is here, at the end of the series, that he also placed an
electrotype of the Audoleon-inscribed tetradrachrn in the British
Museum. The obvious assumption is that he may have thought
that issue, too, was minted at Pella under Pyrrhus, but for Audoleon.
The purpose of the present article is two-foid : îirst, to augment the
series which Seyrig recognized as belonging to Audoleon's time and
milieu; and then to ponder further their place of rninting and the
authority under whom they were struck.

Audoleon, son of Patraus, has been aceorded very little attention
in the annals of ancient history. It is primarily his association with
Pyrrhus of Epirus (297-273 B.C.), as one of the Iatter's fathers-in
law, that enables us ta examine more closely the coinage under re
view against the historical background. To this end, Pyrrhus' so
journ in Macedonîa between 288 and 286 B.e. assumes particular
signifieance.

Throughout his life, Pyrrhus maintained an active and cheekered
military career, beginning in his youth with his support of Demetrius
Poliorcetes at the Battle of Ipsus (301 B.C.), and ending with his
demise during the battle against the forces of Antigonus Gonatas
on the plains of Sparta in 272 B.C. (4) Pyrrhus did not begin his
Italian and Sicilian campaigns until 280 or 279. Between 296 and
294 he had successfully gone to the aid of Alexander against Anti
pater, the two sons of Cassander contending for Macedonia, and had
gained Acarnania, among other regions, as his reward (Plut. Demetr.
36.1-2; Pyrr. 6.2-3). Demetrius then lost no time in having Alexander
kiIled and he, himself, became king of Macedon in 294 B.e. (Plut.
Demeir, 36.5-37.2). In 288, Pyrrhus joined Lysimachus, Ptolemy
and Seleucus in the coalition to oust Demetrius from Macedonia,
Lysimachus attacked from the east and Pyrrhus from the west.
Demetrius, preparing to recoup losses in Asia and unable to muster
his forces in time for defense, was immediately deserted by his
Macedonians. Macedonia, now lost to Demetrius, was divided
between Pyrrhus and Lysimachus (Plut. Demefr. 44 and Pyrr.
11-12.2). Presumably Pyrrhus received Pella, with access to the

(4) The historical outline is drawn primarlly from Plutarch's Lives, Demeirius
and Pyrrhus (Loeb IX 1920, transl, by Bernadotte Perrin), and P. LÉvÊQUE,

Pyrrhos (Paris, 1957), cited hereafter as Lévêque,
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Pella mint. Meanwhile he had married a daughter of Audoleon
(Plut. Pyrr. 9.1). (5) Although Audoleon is nowhere mentioned
specifically as having joined the coalition with his son-in-law,
he seems to have been partially involved. In 287/6 B.C. he was
honored by an Athenian decree which thanked him for providing
grain the year before, during Athens' struggle for independence
against Demetrius' garrison stationed there (6). Audoleon died in
286 B.C. At about the same time, in 285, Lysimachus expelled
Pyrrhus, who retired to Epirus with his Epirotes and alIied forces
(Plut. Pyrr. 12.6-7). Lysimachus was killed in the Battle of Corupe
dium in 281 B.e., and Antigonus Gonatas was eventually proclaimed
king of Macedonia. In 279 B.e. Pyrrhus launched his campaigns
in Italy and Sicily which Iasted until 274. His final attempt to
regain Macedonia from Antigonus in 273 met with failure (Plut.
Pyrr. 26.2-7). He then turned to conquer the Peloponnese and was

killed in Sparta in 272 B.e.
The coins catalogued and analyzed below will be considered within

this framework.

The Catalogue

The sixtY nine coins in the catalogue by no means represent an
exhaustive search for similar specimens. The entries include, in
addition to the coins in the ANS collection, chiefly casts collected
from various parts of the world by E. T. Newell decades aga, and
examples in sales catalogues gleaned from the ANS photofile.
A maj or contribution to this series has now been provided by the

(5) LÉVÊQUE, p. 134, 678-679. P. GAROUFALIAS, Pyrrhus, King of Epirus,
2nd cd., London, 1979, p. 39, suggests that Pyrrhus' marnage to Audoleon's
daughter was designed ta secure a northern frontier against Demetrius.

(6) DITTENBERGER, SyIloge3, 371, in the archonship of Dlotimos. Sec also,
J. POUILLOUX, Dropion, roi de Péones, in BCH, 1950, p. 25, n. 5; and W. W.
TARN, Antigonos Gonalas, Oxford, 1913, p. 92, n. 7, cited heraîter as Tarn.
As Demetrius was hurrying ta meet his invaders in the spring of 288 B.C.,leavîng
his son Antigonus as governor in Greece, the nationalist party sent envoys ta
various klngs, including Pyrrhus and Audoleon, ta announce Athens' freedom and
ta secure aid in money as well as men, since grain was vital to her endeavor. With
the arriva} of the Egyptian fleet, the party was able to overthrow the govern
ment supporting Antigonus, and Athens deelared her independence. On the
date of Athens' revoit, in the sumrner of 288, see LÉVÊQUE, p. 159-160, n. 7.
That author does not mention Audoleon in this connection.
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ten coins, 2b, 4b, 7, 17c, 18b, ge, 9f (two duplicates), 11b, 26d, in
the hoard only recently uncovered at Gü}nar in Cilicia and buried
around 235 B.C. (7). Obverse dies are shown in Arabie numerals
and retain their original numbers when shared between issues.
Miniscule letters denote the reverse dies, and brackets ta the right
of these letters show instances of reverse linkage. Weights and die
positions are included when known ; and asterisks indicate the speci
mens ilIustrated. Table I charts the obverse linkage connecting
issues through the obverse dies numbered at the top of each set of
brackets.

Abbreviations include: CH VI = Coin I-Ioards VI (London,
1981) ; IGCH = An Inveniory o{Greek Coin Hoards, eds. JVI. Thomp
son, O. Markholm, C. Kraay (New York, 1973) ; Pink = K. PINK

Münzpriigung der Ostkelten (Leipzig, 1939); De Clercq = G. Le
Rider et H. Seyrig, Objets de la colleciion Louis De Clercq, dans RN

1968, p. 7-50. The De Clercq collection is now in the Paris Cabinet.

Issue l I\-Torch

1.
2a.
b.

3a.
b.

4a.
b.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9a.
b.

*ANS, 17.015 g. t
*Milan
*Inv. No. 4287, 16.86 g. ,\, Gülnar, 1980 Hd., ca. 235 B.e.
*The Hague

SNGBerry 202,17.16 g. !
*ANS, 17.085 g. .,j,
*Inv. No. 2759, 17.03 g. ft, Gülnar, 1980 Hd., ca. 235 B.e. ;
Dresden, 16.90 g.

*ANS, 17.10 g. ~, Armenak Hd. (ICGH 1423), ca. 275
270 B.C.

*ANS, 16.94 g. i, Mesopotamia Bd. (IGCI-l 1764), ca.
230 B.e.

*Inv. No. 4449, 17.07 g. .j, Gülnar, 1980 Hd., ca. 235 B.e.

J
*London; Paris
*ANS, 16.88 g. Î

- *London

(7) This hoard of over 5000 coins was uncovered during excavations. It will

be published as a Trésor de Gülnar 1980, ~ by Alain Davesne, Catherine .Ioannès
and by Georges Le Rider to whorn this author is deeply grateful for information
concerning the hoard, for photographs of the ten coins, and for permission to
publish them.
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IDa. "'ANS, 17.01 g. -»

lIa. "'ANS, 17.10 g. ~

Il obverse dies 17 coins

9

Issue Il Star

9c. "'Gotha
lOb. *Paris
12a. *Athens, ex Saroglos coll. ; London

b. Private coll., USA
13. *Athens, ex Saroglos coll.
14. "'The Vatican
15. "'Berlin
16. *Berlin; private coll. USA
17a. *Berlin

b. *Leningrad (doublestruck)
18a. *Private coll., said ta have come from a recent find in Thes-

saly.

9 obverse dies 13 coins

Issue III Wreath

17c. *Inv. No. 3114. 16.96 g. !. GüInar, 1980 Hd., ca.
235 B.e.

18b. *Inv. No. 4203, 16.87 g. t, Gülnar, 1980 Bd., ca.
235 B.e.

19. *ANS, 16.97 g. i, graffiti: KIT
20. *ANS, 17.12 +-

21. *Private coll., said ta have come from a recent find in
Thessaly (as 18a, above).

22a. *ANS, 17.29g. -»; in trade 1965, 17.19g.

6 obverse dies 7 coins

Issue IV Â

10c. l *ANS, 17.27 g. \
22b. J *Munich, 16.47 g. +- (Seyrig 5, pl. I, 12)

2 obverse dies 2 coins

Issue V Wreath - M

9d. *Berlin; Florence; De Clercq 441

1 obverse die 3 coins
(same dies)
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ge. *Inv. No. 3142, 17.06 g. -», Gülnar, 1980 Hd., ca. 235 B.C.

1 obverse die 1 coin

Issue VII Cantharus - et>

sr. *Inv. No. 4096, 17.02 g. -+, Gülnar, 1980 Hd., ca. 235 B.C. ;
Inv. No. 3195, 17.04 g. ~ Gülnar 1980 Hd., ca. 235 B.C.

1 obverse die 2 coins
(same dies)

Issue VIII

llb. *Inv. No. 3171, 17.00 g. 1', Gülnar, 1980 Bd., ca. 235 B.C.

1 obverse die 1 coin

Issue IX Griffin forepart - ~

Ile. *ANS, 15.00 g. +-, Armenak Bd. (IGCH 1423), ca. 275
270 B.C. ; the Hague; Athens, ex Saroglos coll., 17.10 g.
= Egger Sale 40, 2 May 1912 (T. Prowe), 589 ; Thessaly,
1979 Bd. (CIl VI, 24, fig. 4.5), ca. 270 B.C.

1 obverse die 4 coins
(same dies)

Issue X

23. *Athens; SNGCop.1Vlacedonia 860, 16.92 g. +- (Seyrig 2,
pl. t, 8)

1 obverse die 2 coins
(same dies)

Issue Xl

24. *ANS, 17.16 g. --), Armenak Hd. (IGC!! 1423), ca. 275-
270 B.C.

25a. *Athens; London, 17.07 g. '\ (Seyrig 3, pl. r, 9)
26a. Pink 566, 17.07 g. (Seyrig 3, pl. r, 13)

3 obverse dies 4 coins
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I-P

Il

25b. *London, 16.71 g. l' (Seyrig 4, pl. l, 10)
26b. *ANS, 17.06 g. --).

c. *Vienna

2 obverse dies 3 coins

Issue XIII o
26d. *Berlin; *Inv. No. 3054, 17.06 g. .j. GüInar, 1980 Hd., ca.

235 B.C.

1 obverse die 2 coins
(same dies)

Issue XIV

27. *ANS, 15.53 g. (sic 1) t (doublestruck)

1 obverse die 1 coin

Issue XV A-M

28a. *ANS, 17.12 g. ! ; Prilep 17.00 g. = D. VUCKOvIé-Tono-
ROVlé, Glasnik J\!luzKonzDrustMakedonja l, 12 (1958),
p. 240, no. 125 = Prilepec 1950 Hd. (IGCH 448), ca.
280 B.e. (Seyrig 6, pl. r, 6)

1 obverse die 2 coins
(same dies)

Issue XVI

28b. *ANS, 16.50 g. !

Issue XVII

Star - A - M

1 obverse die 1 coin

1\ - Cornucopiae

28c. *ANS, 17.23 g.! Armenak Hd. (IGCH 1423), ca. 275-
270 B.e. ; Athens, ex Saroglos coll.

1 obverse die 2 coins
(same dies)
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Issue XVIII Thunderbolt - T

29. *ANS~ 17.005 g. i ; London

1 obverse die 2 coins
(same dies)

Tolal: 18 issues
29 obverse dies (45)+
69 coins

+ 16 obverse dies are shared between issues.

TABLE 1

Oboerse Die Linkage

11 10 9
18 17

[
1 A Torch

[ [ II Star
22 III vVreath

1- IV À Seyrîg 5
- V Wreath - fOl
- VI /j. - l'-P

VII Cantharus - cD
VIII l:
IX Griffin forepart - p:{ Seyrîg 1

X ~ Seyrîg 2
25 24

[ XI fl1 Seyrig 3
XII f-P Seyrig 4
XIII 0
XIV (fj)

28

t
XV A-M Seyrig 6
XVI Star - A - i"-'i
XVII A - Cornucopiae
XVIII Thunderbolt - T
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TABLE II

Frequency of Reverse Styles

Issue Style A Style B Style C
l 1-7, IDa 8, 9a-b, Lla
II lOb, 18a gc, 12-17
III 19 22a, l7c, l8b, 20-21
IV IOc,22b
V 9d
VI ge

VII 9f
VIII lIb
IX Ile
X 23
XI 24, 25a, 26a
XII 25b,26b-c
XIII 26d
XIV 27
XV 28a
XVI 28b
XVII 28c
XVIII 29

Analysis of tlie Coins

It will he seen from the chart in Table l that twelve issues have
been added ta Seyrig's original six. Although issues X, XIV and
XVIII do not share an obverse die with any other issue, all are
bound together stylistically to assure their place somewhere in
the overall series, making a total of eighteen issues now known in
Alexander's name (8).

(8) Seyrig's ticket accompanying the coin illustrated in Pl. I, D, now in the
Paris cabinet, assigns it also to his Paeonian series. However, it displays none of
the maj or details that characterlze his Paeonian group. The control ls tI\
within wreath. The obverse and reverse style appear to belong, rather, to Ma
thisen's Monogram Group which he assigns to Pella under Antigonus, ca.
274 B.e.: R. MATHISEN, Anliganus Gonatas and the Siloer Gainages of Mace
âonia circa 280- 270B.C., in ANMSN, 25, 1981, p. 79-124. Our PI. 1, E is
the issue listed second ta last by Mathisen, before tetradrachms bearing the
name of Antigonus on p. 95. Compare Figs. D and E, and note also in each case
the Iootstool on which Zeus rests his feet. See note 17, below.
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There are recorded here 29 obverse dies for a total of 69 coins.
If a ratio of less than six surviving coins per obverse die constitutes
an incomplete record of obverses, then sorne must still he missing
frorn the series. This is especially true for issue I, where obverse
1-7 are represented by only one or, at best, two coins. Nor do
any of these obverses link with any other issue. However, with
the appearance of obverse 8 in issue J, the picture changes some
what, as the multiple die linkage in Table I demonstrates. In
spite of the low average number of coins per obverse, it is remar
kable that aU five coins comprising issues XV to XVIII share a
cornmon ohverse, and that the only four coins recorded for issue
IX are die duplicates. It is even more remarkable that of the ten
coins from this mint in the Gülnar deposit of thousands from dif
ferent rnints and periods, one (26d) provides a die duplicate for the
only other coin hitherto known for issue XIII; three coins add
three new issues (VI-VIII) that link with those already known ;
and only one coin (no. 7) out of the ten provides a new obverse die.
As the sequence is here arranged, the pattern of die linkage from
obverse 8 onward indicates that contrary to the activity of the
mint during the earlier period of issue I, none of the following
issues was struck over a very long period of time, that sorne issues
were probably struck concurrently, and that the lambda-torch
contrais continued to he used along with the next eight issues
at least.

The sequential arder of issues finds preliminary justification
in the development of the engraving style and in comparisons
with the copious coinage ruled by the Iambda-torch controls, which
has been assigned to the reign of Cassander at Amphipolis between
314 and 298 B.e. (9).

The first seven obverse dies in issue l form an entity unto thern
selves, and do not link with any other issue in the series. They
were probably cut first, for the style of execution is finer than that
exhibited by any of the other coins. It is, in fact, 50 simiIar ta
Ehrhardt's group IVb (Pl. I, F, Ehrhardt's issue 35) from Amphi
polis, that one might weIl consider nos. 1-7 emissions of the same

(9) For the Amphipolis issues compared herein, the reader is referred to
C. EHRHARDT, A Catalogue of lssues of Teiradrachms (rom Amphipolis, 318
294 B.C., in Journal of Numismaiic Fine Arts, Vol. 4, no. 4, Mareh 1976, p. 85
89. Hereafter cited as Ehrhardt. See also, M. PRIeB, Sorne Cautionanj Tales,
in Essays Thompson, Wetteren, 1979, p. 247-249.
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mint (10). It will be argued below, however, that these coins belong
to our series.

With obverse die 8 in issue I, new diecutters appear. The head
as a whole becomes more compact, the facial features heavier,. and
the liou's mane consists of two parallel rows of locks extending
out and sometimes downward. These heads, too, resemble ob
verses from Ehrhardt's group IVb. Compare especially our 12-22,
24-26, which caver severaI issues, and Pl. I, Gand H, Ehrhardt's
issues 36 and 45, respectively. Closest parallels with his group
IVb are to be found with obverse 10 which links issues I, II, and
IV, and obverse 23 in issue X. See Pl. I, 1 (Ehrhardt's issue 35).
Again, the resemblance lies primarily in the rendering of the lion's
mane. In this instance, the locks divide in the middle, the upper
looks bending upward and the lower orres downward. From issue
XIV through that in Audoleon's name, the first row of locks behind
the lion's jaws has been reduced to miniature strokes. This treat
ment of the mane may he compared to Ehrhardt's group IVb, 36
(PI. I, J). Unfortunately no link has yet been established hetween
the names of Alexander and Audoleon. Nevertheless, obverses
27-29 are sa close to the Audoleon-inscribed coins that they are
unmistakably from the hand of the same die engraver.

As mentioned earlier, three stylistic factors led Seyrig to as
sociate aIl six of his groups with those tetradrachms struck in
Audoleon's name, In addition to the soft rendering of the lion's
ear on the obverse, sometimes totally inarticulated, Seyrig noted
that the upsilon in the monograms sometimes has outward curving

arms, similar to that in the monogram Â on the Alexander coins
in Audoleon's name. Thus, Pl. I, A-C and issues IX-XI. Seyrig
points out that this feature is found otherwise only with Audoleon's
local types, on issues of his Paeonian predecessors, and on a few
coins of Damastium (11).

The most pervasive characteristic cornmon ta bath series is the
position of Zeus's feet. Whether the left leg is drawn bacle, as in

(10) lt is this group which Newell specifically ticketed as from the Pella
mint during the time of Pyrrhus.

(11) SEYRIG, p. 13, n. 2 and p. 14, n. 1. He notes that this symbol sometimes
resembles a flower more than it does a sign or letter, He considers it originally
ta have been a royal or an official mark which was later comblned wlth the initial
of a minting magistrate. For Audoleon's local types struck on a local standard,
see H. GAEBLER, A1I1UGS 32, p. 203-204, nos. 1-4.
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Pl. I, A, our reverse style B, or whether the feet are crossed, as
in Pl. I, B-C, our reverse style C, the front leg of the throne usually
appears between the god's feet, rather than behind, as in the more
conventional rendering whîeh will he referred to as reverse style A.

Table II records the frequency of occurrence of aIl three styles.
Wîth one exception (no. 23), style A is confined to the first three
issues, and is seen exclusively with obverses 1-7 (12). Style B first
appears with obverse 8 in issue I, and from issue V on is found
virtually alone (l3). Style C occurs but once, sinee the only two
coins in issue IV (IOc and 22b) were struck from the same reverse
die. At the same time, style C in issue IV (lOc) shares with style
A a cornmon obverse die used in issues I and II (lOa-b). The awk
ward rendering of styles Band C is not encountered elsewhere,
but may reflect an issue from Pella (Pl. I, K) associated with Le
Rider's group III and dated ca. 315 B.e. (14). The position of the
feet, which there rest on a footstool, may weIl have served as proto
type for style C.

The few hoards known to have contained coins of our series do
little to confirm a sequential order of issues. They tell us only
that the series was struck before 280 B.e. (15). Only the Gülnar
Hoard may give sorne indication that the present arrangement of
issues is the correct one. Ten coins in a large hoard buried around
the middle of the third century in Cilicia can hardly provide con-

(12) Seyrig did not, of course, tako this group into consideration.
(13) In the case of nos. 18a, 20 and 21 in issue Ill, the left foot is drawn back

toward the throne leg, but not quite behind il.

(14) G. LE RIDER, Le monnayage d'argent et d'or de Philippe 1l frappé en Mace
doine de 359-294, Paris, 1977, p. 398, n. 6. The coin ilustrated in PI. I, K
derives from the Cavalla Hoard : M. THOMPSON, The Cavalla Hoard (IGeH 450),
in ANSMN, 261981, p. 35, no. 10, and p. 44.

(15) Ii is true, as Seyrig emphasizes (p. 13) that one of the two specimens under
28a in issue XV (his no. 6) ernerged together with an Alexander tetradrachm in
Audoleon's name in the Prilepec Hoard : i.e, in ancient Paeonian territory.
However, three have been reported from Thessaly (II, 18a; III, 21 ; IX, llc)
and one from Mesopotamia (l, 6). In addition ta the ten coins in the Gülnar
Hoard, four coins were among the contents of the Arrnenak Hoard from Turkey
(1,5; IX, llc ; XI, 24 ; XVII.28c). The burial date of 275-270 Re. for the latter
follows Margaret Thompson, whose publication of the hoard is forthcoming.
If these coins were struck in Paeonia and meant for export, as seems most Iikely
(note 16, below), one would normally expect ta find them in deposits outside
of their home territory, as indeed we do.
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clusive evidence of relative wear. lt is, nevertheless, noteworthy
that nos. 2b, 4b and 7 in issue l are considerably more worn than
the other seven (III, 17c, 18b ; VI, ge; VII, 9f ; VIII, Llh ; XIII,
26d). On no. 4b in particular, details have been worn smooth and
the name of Alexander is barely legible.

Before giving final consideration to the location of the mint, the
subject of control marks should be addressed. The meanîng of
such marks is sometimes difficult to grasp. One assumes that each
of the Ietters, ligatures and symbols served a specifie purpose at
the local mint. It would not be too surprising to find rather corn
mon and banal controls occurring independently both at the Paeo
nian mint and under Cassan der at Amphipolis. Thus, l-P in our
issue XII and in Ehrhardt's issue 32. Likewise, cantharus in our

issue VII and Ehrhardt's issue 36. However, the monogram E is
less common. It would hardly be coincidental that it too appeared
at both places and not too far apart in time, in Ehrhardt's issue 45
(see Pl. I, H) and in our issue VIII. Certainly the major lambda
torch combination has to bear sorne direct relation ta Cassander's
Amphipolis mint. In the face of these stylistîc and operational con
nections with Amphipolis, is the mint for both of our series, then,
to be Iocated at Pella during the tirne of Pyrrhus, as Newell ap
parently believed,' or in Paeonia under Audoleon, as Seyrig sug-
gests? .

It seerns certain that the latter alternative is our only choice.
One may safely consider as Paeonian the provincial workmanship
displayed by reverse styles Band C. One remarkable detaiI is what
occasionally appears to be a native type of « bashlik ), a cloth cap
that eovers the head and ears of Zeus. This is most readily apparent
on 8-9a, and may possibly he present on 9c and 24. Seyrig's corn
parison of the upsilon in issues IX-XI with Audoleori's local coinage
is a valid one, and die links carry almost all of the other issues along
with these, in spite of the faet that in sorne, such as IV and VIII, the
arms of the upsilon are upright. It is also obvions that at the very
least, engravers were copying the style of coins struck under
Cassander. This in itself suggests that the series started weIl before
288 B.C. under Audoleon in Paeonia, thereby discouraging an attri
bution to Pella under Pyrrhus. The style of the first seven obverse
dies and their accompanying reverses which at first glance seems
anomalous may be seen as the work of diecutters sent directly over
from the Amphipolis mint by Cassander to inaugurate Audoleon's

2
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Alexander series. Native engravers come in with obverse 8 in issue I
and probably worked alone thereaîter, although there is a possibility
that obverses 15, 19, 20, 22 and 23 were also cut by engravers from
Amphipolis. On the whole, however, coarse workmanship betrays
the hands of local employees. The series began, appropriately
enough, with Cassander's lambda-torch combination, but without
the third control that is always present on his own coinage. The mo
nograms must refer to people (15a), and one can hazard the guess
that one or two magistrates came from Amphipolis as weIl, to over
see the operation of Audoleon's Alexander mint, and to help with
the output of an unfamiliar coinage. It is possible that the lambda
torch issue, the longest in the series, was also under the supervision
of an outside official.

It is difficult ta say precisely when these standard issues would
have started. However, it is certain that they preceded the Audo
leon-inscribed coins. An absolute chronology for the two series and
a reason for Cassander's initial cooperation are suggested by the
historical circumstances.

Historical Probabilitsj

Audoleon is Iirst mentioned when around 315 B.e., or perhaps
a little later, he was befriended by Cassander, who came to his aid
against the Autariates, an Illyrian mountain tribe (Diod. 20.19.1 ;
Justin 15.2.1.). This fact estahlished the bond which would explain
Cassander's interest, if not self-intercst, in seeing an Alexander
coinage created in Paeonia. Cassander's own supply of such coins
was more than ample; but neither did Audoleon want for silver
bullion and, as Seyrig suggests (16), his tetradrachms struck on the
Attie standard were undoubtedly meant ta cireulate in regions of
the Greek world accustomed to Alexander's types. Hoard evîdence
and intergroup linkage dictate the chronological arrangement of
Ehrhardt's group IVb. The issues with which Audoleon's coinage
has been compared would fall sometime between 306 and 298 B.C.

(15a) The monogram ~ is present on Amphipolis issues from the reign of

Cassander through those of Dernctrius and Lysimachus into that of Antigonus
(sec MATHISEN, note 8 ahove, p. 99, Table 12). If that monogram signifies the
same magistrate in each case, then he would have been partially responsible for
the operation of the mint for thirty years or more.

(16) SEYRlG, p. 14.
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As stated, the beginning of Audoleon's first issue (nos. 1-7) appears
to have entailed a larger production which extended over a longer
period of time than the remainder of his Alexander coinage. But
it need not have started before ca. 300. Indeed, if the assumption
that Audoleon's Alexander mint was using Cassander's men and later
copying Cassander's issues is valid, then Audoleon's issues would have
to postdate those of Cassander with which they can be compared.
There need not have been a break in the series. However, from no. 8
the pattern of die linkage îndicates a relatively small output of
short duration. lt could easily fit into a two-year period between
289/8 and 287/6 B.C. Audoleon would not have applied his name
and title to his Alexander coinage before Alexander's immediate
successors assumed the royal title in 305. The apt moment for the
striking of the small Alexander issue in his own name would have
been on the occasion of his participation in the coalition and his
assistance, however nominal, ta Athens in 287, shortly before his
death. That issue, then, ended his series of Alexanders.

If all of this coinage is removed from Pella, as is surely required,
there is very little left DY way of Alexanders ta assign to that mint
during the time of Pyrrhus, between 288 and 286/5 B.C. The most
recent attribution of certain Alexanders ta Pyrrhus at Pella is
extremely dubious (17). But did the rnint necessarily operate for

(17) R. MATHI5EN (note 8, above, p. 94-96, 104-107, 110) assigns two groups
of Alexander tetradrachms ta Pella durlng the period in question - his Bi
permis Group to Pyrrhus between 288 and 283 B.C., and his Monogram Group
(mentioned in n. 8, above) to Antigonus in 274, interrupted by Pyrrhus' final
invasion in 274 and endlng with a dielinked ernlssion in his, Antigonus', narne,
For Pyrrhus' Bipennls coinage, which Mathisen extends over a five-year period,
there ls one issue and for twelve specimens, two obverse and eight reverse dies.
Would such a small colnage caver that period in Macedonia? Antlgonus' Mano
gram Group for year 274 consists of fifteen issues, fifty-eight specimens, twelve
obverse and forty-three reverse dies.

Flrst, Mathisen seems to disregard the fact that M. THOMPSON (The Minis o{
Lnsimachus, in Essays Robinson, cds. C. M. KRAAY and G. K. JENKINS, Oxford,
1968, p. 181) opens the Pella mint of Lysimachus in 28615 B.e., two years after
he had opened his mint at Amphipolis. Ii seerns clear that Pyrrhus was expelled
from Macedonia no later than 285 and was no longer in a position to control the
mint at Pella after that date. Sec LÊVÈQUE, p. 167-171. For a discussion of the
length of his control over territories ceded to him by Cassander's son in 295 B.C.,
especially the city of Ambracla and the province of Acarnania, sec LÉVÊQUE, p.
187-193.
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Pyrrhus during this period, other than to issue a few bronzes? When
one looks elsewhere for coinages attributed to Pyrrhus, one finds no
gold or silver before his campaigns in southern Italy and Sicily
between 279 and 274 B.C., and then issues only from the mints of
Tarentum, Locri Epizephyrii and Syracuse, struck in his name (l8).

Pyrrhus held Acarnania from around 295, when Cassander's son
awarded it ta him, and a few Corinthian-type « Pegasi : of the later
style from Ambracia have been tentatively assigned to the time of
Pyrrhus ; but that these issues would have provided for his Mace
donian needs is untenable (HI).

The Alexander coinage was interrupted at bath Amphipolis and
Pella while those mints were under the control first of Demetrius
and then of Lysimachus between 294 and 281. At neither mint did

Mathisen is correct in noting stylistic similarities between his Bipennis and
Monogram groups (his pl. 20, 25 and 27). It is for that very reason that the

Bipennls group would seern to fit better toward the beginning of the Monogram

series under Antigonus, rather than back in 288-286. The only hoard evidence for

the Bipennis issue comes from the Jabukovac Hoard (IGHC 447), buried in

280/75, or possibly a Iittle Iater. That deposit contalned a single example, and

the burial date is not certain (MATHISEN, p. 82-83).

The monogram IY' accompanying the double axe, which Mathisen expauds ta

~ Pyrrhus s , is at the saille time used to show, p. 113, the monograrn continuity

between the Bipennis issue and the Pan Heads of An tigonus, where it could

hardly stand for Pyrrhus. On the other hand, bronzes with a similar monograrn

are considered to have been struck for Pyrrhus at Pella. See R. MATI-IISEN,

The Shield/Helmel Bronze Coinaçe or Macedonia, in SAN, 10, 1979, p. 2-6.

See also B1I1CThessaly, p. 113, 36-39.

TARN(p. 265-266) and LÉVÊQUE (p. 564, the first group of bronzes) follow 1. N.

Svonoxos and A. J. REINACH (Journal International d'Archéologie Numismatique,

1911, p. 125-126 and 201-202, respectively), who considered that Pyrrhus used

the bronze coins of Demetrius and Antigonus, by surcharging sorne picces with

the monograrn t2SP, surrnised ta be Epirote. Peter Franke has now shown (Die

aniiketi Miinzen von Epirus, Wiesbaden, 1961, p. 251-253) that the bronzes

of which those scholars speak are not Epirote but Macedonian in origin and of a

much later date than the time of Pyrrhus; namely, emissions shortly atter
the reign of Philip V (220-179 B.e.), some having been overstruck on bronze

coins of the earlier Macedonian kings, Dcmetrius II and Philip V.

(18) C. M. KnAAY, Greek COÎns, London, 1966, p. 339-340, nos. 472-476.

See also, G. K. JENKINS, Ancient Greek Coins, London, 1972, p. 247-251 ; LÉVÊ

QUE, p. 691·698.

(19) BMCCorînth, p. lvi and p. 110,58.
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these rulers issue any but their own types (20). The main mint of
Amphipolis fell îmmediately into the hands of Lysimachus in 288,
when his coinage began there. Is it likely that Pyrrhus would have
been issuing a silver Alexander coinage at Pella while the mint at
Amphipolis was putting out a more important coinage bearing
Lysimachus' types and name?

Pyrrhus' exploits did not permit him ta remain in one place for
any length of time. He spent much of his effort on raids and forays,
rather than on seeking permanent control; and the ancient sources
imply that his way was often paid by plunder el). Pyrrhus was not
secure for very long in any of his foreign ventures. Certainly neither
Lysimachus nor Antigonus ever permitted him a firm hold on Ma
cedonia. It is more than doubtful that he counted on the Pella
mint at any time ta support his military objectives; and it is alma st
certain that an of the issues included in the catalogue above should
be attributed ta a Paeonian mint under Audoleon.

(20) For the mints of Demetrius, see E. T. NEWELL, The Coinaqes of Demeirius
PDliorcetes, London, 1927, p. 101-118, Amphipolis, 294-288 s.c.: p. 77-100,
Pella, 294-288 B.e. For Lysimachus, sec M.THOMPSON (note 17, above), p. 178
179, Amphipolis, 288-282 B.e. ; p. 181-182, Pella, 286-282 B.C.

(21) Before the coalition was formed, Pyrrhus took advantage of Demetrius
while ill and lnvaded Macedonla, « intcnding merely to overrun and plunder
sorne parts of it ». He then withdrew, having corne « more for plunder than any
thing else ô Oè Â'YJo"rflt')ufn;eeov àrptyp.évoç ov'X lJ.luve.v (Plut. Purr, 10.1-2). See
LËVÉQUE, p. 147-148. Then, Iate in 274 B.e., after returning to Epirus from
his six-ycar stay in Italy and Sicily, Pyrrhus sought a war by which he could
maintain his army, sluce he had no money XenpaT:a ôe o13'X l/-wv. He therefore
planned a second invasion of Macedonia, intending to ~ strip and plunder the
country ~ wç denayfi 'Xul Âer;Âaatq. X{}1Jl1OPêVOÇ (Plut. Pyrr. 26.2). This second
and final Macedonian invasion is discussed by Lévêque, p. 557-563.

ADDENDUM

After this article had gone to press, one more Alexander tetradrachm
was found among the contents of the Gulnar Hoard. lt does not
represent a new issue, as it is our Issue III (wreath). However, it
does provide a new obverse die, similar to others in the same issue.
Unfortunately, it is not illustrated for Jack of space,














